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Disclaimer 

While I have made every effort for this material to be accurate, I make 
no guarantees of any kind.  I have no control over any search engine 
company, and I have no “inside information.”   I cannot guarantee any 
specific result or financial impact.  
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I have formatted my PDF files in a way to provide as many options as 
possible. 

The natural page size for my PDF files is 5.5”x8.5”.  This is a common 
paperback book size.  Using this size provides several different printing 
options. 

Option One – Notes 
The first option is to print the PDF normal size on normal letter size 
paper (8 ½ x 11).  This will leave nice margins around the edges for your 
notes.  To do this, select “actual size” or “100%” from the print dialog 
box. 

Option Two – Large Print 
The second option is to print the PDF with larger text for easy reading.  
To do this, select “fit” from the print dialog box. 

Option Three – Two Pages at a Time 
The next option saves money on printing by putting two readable pages 
on each sheet.  To do this, select the “multiple” tab, and then put in 2 
pages per sheet. 

Option Four – Book Printing 
The final option is to print the PDF and make it into a paperback book.  
A Google search on DIY Perfect Binding will give you many details. 

You can make the cover by putting two thicker pages on the outside, or 
by folding and trimming legal-size card stock.  
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1. Put the pages into a special order for printing 

• This process is called imposition.  To print a paperback 
book style book, you need to print pages 2 and 3 on the 
front of the paper, and 4 and 1 on the back.  Special 
software is used to change the order of the pages 
before printing. 

2. Print the pages double-sided 

• Depending on your printer, this can be a one-step or 
two step process 

3. Fold the pages in half – very carefully 

• It can help to fold the pages up against a square stop 
4. Stack the pages carefully 

• You want the non-folded edge to be lined up as well as 
possible.  Actual printers will trim these edges, but 
home printers don’t have that option. 

5. Clamp the pages together along the folded edge about 1/8” 
back from the edge. 

• Some folks use paint stir sticks and hand clamps.  I like 
using a metal audio rack rail that I already had, and a 
wood jig I put together. 

6. Sand the folded edge lightly to roughen everything up 
7. Coat the folded edge with Elmers white Glue-all 
8. Let it dry for an hour or more, then recoat the edge 
9. Third times a charm – let it dry one more time for an hour or 

more and recoat the edge 
10. Let it dry overnight 

I have found a couple of different options for imposition software. 
Clickbook from http://www.bluesquirrel.com/ is an inexpensive 
commercial product that has a myriad of options as to how to interleave 
the pages, etc.  With Clickbook, you print from virtually any application 
to the “clickbook printer,” and then choose the options you want from 
the clickbook screen that comes up. 

http://www.bluesquirrel.com/
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I recently ran across a cool free imposition program.  Bookbinder from 
http://www.quantumelephant.co.uk/bookbinder/bookbinder.html, is a 
program that doesn’t have as many options as Clickbook, but does what 
it does do VERY well.  It seems much faster than Clickbook, although its 
approach is much different.  Bookbinder takes a PDF file as input, and 
creates one or two PDF files as output.  You then print the output PDF 
files normally.  Bookbinder does require you have Java installed on your 
computer, but that is not a huge burden. 

In Bookbinder, I choose the input PDF, “letter” paper size (because I’m 
in the United States), “Duplex” as printer type (because my printer 
handles two-sided printing automatically), turn off “Alternate Page 
Rotation”, and choose “Perfect Bound” to get the order I want.  When I 
click on Generate Document, it creates a new PDF file in its own 
directory blazingly fast.  I then print the PDF using the normal Acrobat 
program, choosing double sided and flip on short edge.  This works 
great and is very fast as well. 

 

http://www.quantumelephant.co.uk/bookbinder/bookbinder.html
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